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Safe patient handling 
PATRAN® reduces caregiver 
injuries, provides patient comfort, 
reduces skin shear and eliminates 
cross-infection. It is used for 
lateral transfer, repositioning, 
turning and many other patient-
handling tasks. Log-rolling the 
patient isn’t required when using 
PATRAN. Using PATRAN has cut 
workers’ compensation costs 
related to moving patients by 
more than 75%. PATRAN products 
are a good start in any safe 
patient handling program. 

No weight limit 
There is no limit to the weight of a 
patient who can be moved with 
PATRAN. However, caregiver 
standards should be considered as 
it takes more effort to move a 
700-lb patient than a 200-lb
patient.

Nondirectional 
PATRAN is slippery and moves in 
all directions. Use it to assist with 
over 20 different patient handling 
tasks. 

Number of uses 
PATRAN can be used about 30 
times with the same patient. 

Convenient 
PATRAN is individually folded. It 
can be carried or put in a 
patient’s drawer. PATRAN wall 
dispensers are available. Having 
PATRAN close at hand is critical to 
compliance.   

Variety 
PATRAN comes in a variety of 
styles and sizes so a patient's 
medical condition and mobility 
can be considered. From 
emergency to the imaging and 
surgical areas, medical floors or 
rehab, there's a PATRAN product. 

Training 
Training is important. We offer 
written and video instructions. 

Warranty 
Jamar Health Products, Inc., will 
replace any defective PATRANs 
for a period of two years from the 
date of purchase. The warranty 
includes freight within the USA. 

PRODUCT #/NAME SIZE (INCHES) COLOR PACKAGING/REMARKS 
8377/PATRAN® 72x36 Blue 25/box 
8378/PATRAN® 72x36 Lime Green 25/box 
1845/PATRANbari® 78x45 Pink 20/box 
5137/PATRANapp Blue 25/box (each in a resealable bag with instructions) 
9172/PATRANxs 39x36 Blue 50/box 
9179/PATRANsolo 72x36 Lime Green 25/box (individually wrapped) 
2329/SlideShield 23x29 Clear 100/bag (holds most portable cassettes) 
9622/Dispenser Clear Holds all PATRAN® products in boxes or individually 

Jamar Health Products, Inc. invented and introduced PATRAN® in 1981. We are 
the leader in this technology.  

PATRAN® Single-patient Use Slide Sheet 
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PATRAN® slide sheets prevent caregiver injuries related to safe 
patient handling while making each move more comfortable for 
the patient. Here are a few ways that PATRAN® can make the 
biggest impact. For more information, visit www.PATRAN.net. 

Transfer Laterally Apply Sling 

Adjust Air-transfer Mat Boost in Bed 

Assist Out of Vehicles Assist Out of Bed 

Therapy/Rehabilitation Exercises 

Insert X-ray Cassettes 

Support Early Mobility  
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